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7A. B. Kahng, March 10, 2023 NSF Workshop on Shared Infrastructure for Machine Learning EDA

Bars 
• Can I access and use it   

for ML EDA?
• Proprietary PDKs, IPs
• Copyleft (or, absent) licenses
• Commercial EDA EULAs

• No benchmarking
• No reverse-engineering
• Copyrighted command language
• Copyrighted report formats

• NDAs 
• Export control

• Can I share, model, share 
my model, …?

• Claim: These are Barriers
Can commercial EDA be 

used to advance ML EDA?

or Barriers  

ICCAD22 talk on “A Mixed Open-Source 
and Proprietary EDA Commons for …”

Figure 6: A pictorial view of traditional EDA barriers [22].

Designs are large and diverse, but again they remain under proprietary control as company-
owned intellectual property. In some cases, a design/EDA company may be working on designs
that they are not at liberty to share as the design is owned by another company. Process Design
Kits (PDKs) are proprietary too, with strict NDAs imposed by foundries such as TSMC, Intel, Global
Foundries. Tool reports are plentiful and diverse, but many that are generated with commercial EDA
tools remain largely locked or under license/EULA restrictions as illustrated in Fig. 6. This poses
a significant challenge for EDA vendors, who are hesitant to share such data with third parties,
especially their competitors. There are several reasons why EDA vendors are reluctant to share their
proprietary data. First, sharing such data could lead to the loss of competitive advantage, as other
vendors may be able to replicate or improve upon their products using this data. Second, there
are legal and contractual restrictions on sharing such data, such as non-disclosure agreements and
intellectual property rights. Finally, there are concerns about data privacy and security, especially
given the sensitive nature of the data involved. Recent developments, where EDA companies have
permitted tool scripts to be shared publicly for research purposes, are a small step in the right
direction, but much more remains to be done to enable an open and shareable ecosystem.

Overall, large and diverse data, IPs, and supporting infrastructure associated with chip design
and verification are largely locked away or disallowed from being shared. The process of investi-
gating whether sharing can occur is mired in company legal layers and by the time legal approval
would arrive, the purported benefit is far outweighed by the risk of being obsolete.

Solution Space: To address these challenges, we must find ways to protect EDA vendors’ confi-
dentiality of their data while still enabling ML-based EDA development. There will also be massive
opportunities for EDA vendors to collaborate with academic researchers and government agencies
to develop standardized datasets and models for use across the industry. This would enable EDA
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Barriers to MLEDA adoption

• 2/3 development time on preparing training/test data
• 3 hours a design flow, 1000 data samples require four months!
• 74 days for obtaining data on 20 analog circuits
• Each team starts from scratch, repeated efforts
• Results from different teams not comparable
• Low reproducibility by other teams
• Lack of a shared open infrastructure including 

EDA tools, PDKs, libraries and datasets

A. B. Kahng “A Mixed Open-Source and Proprietary EDA Commons for 
Education and Prototyping” ICCAD 2022
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NSF Workshop on Shared Infrastructure for ML EDA

Minneapolis, March 10, 2023
> 70 attendees from 25 universities and 11 companies
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SLICE: A Shared Machine Learning Infrastructure for the Community of EDA
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The SLICE Initiative: Website

https://slice-ml-eda.github.io/ 

https://slice-ml-eda.github.io/
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Conclusions

• Shared infrastructure is critical for 
• Fast ML EDA progress
• Spin of ecosystem flywheel

•Resource investment

• Academia-industry collaboration

•Community driven-effort is essential 


